
Warranty that has stood the test of time.

They give plenty of proof that Rainbow Shade Z16 fabric remains 
strong and durable, offering great customer satisfaction for 10 years 
and beyond. 

The Hinze Dam test illustrates how dependable the Rainbow Shade 
product warranty is and gives Z16 the ranking of Australia’s best 
performing shade fabric. 

Standing behind the tested and tried Z16 Warranty is a well run 
company. Rainbow Shade staff are renowned for their positive and 
prompt attendance to the needs of their customers throughout 
Australia and New Zealand. 

So for shade sail manufacturers and their customers there is a 
shade fabric and shade supplier that can offer peace of mind! 

Rainbow Shade Z16: a professional quality shade fabric with a 
proven 10 year warranty.

Tested to the Australian Standard AS 4174.1994.

New Rainforest Z16 Rainforest Z16 after  
10 years

Rainbow Shade offers peace of mind to its customers with the 
proven 10 year limited warranty on the popular Z16 shade fabric 
range.   
Rainbow Shade has successfully searched out a test case in order to 
determine the dependability of its warranty.
Hinze Dam:  A test case of the Z16 warranty. 
In 1996 the Gold Coast City Council undertook the development 
of parks and play areas at the Hinze Dam facility in the Gold Coast 
Hinterland.  Shade sails and shade structures were a part of this 
project. Rainbow Shade Z16 shade fabric was chosen in Rainforest 
Green. 
After 10 years of exposure to the elements, Rainbow Shade had 
the opportunity to obtain the shade fabric used at the original 
installation and submitted it for testing to the national independent 
testing bodies QUT and AWTA.
By placing the fabric under the microscope Rainbow Shade wanted 
to determine how much UV-R protection  and shade the fabric still 
offered and how much structural strength the shade fabric retained 
after 10 years.
The test results certainly are outstanding as you can see in the 
table below. 
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Test Results  

Rainbow Shade Z16- proven by time 

New fabric Fabric after 10 years

UV-R = 98% UV-R 94%

Shade = 91% Shade = 90%

Strength: after 10 years Rainforest still retained 79% of the 
breaking force in the length.  

Dawn Crichlow – Gold Coast City Councillor, Greville Taylor – Rainbow 
Shade, Amanda Mullins – Queensland  Cancer Fund


